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in the episode jake's home run!, jake decides to travel to never land on a mission to retrieve the lost treasure of captain hook. in an attempt to scare away captain hook from following him jake plays a haunting song with his whistle. to his dismay, the song brings back hook's memories of his past. upon hearing the song he realizes it has the same haunting
melody that he heard before he first met his mother. hook tears up the gangplank and attempts to come after jake aboard the jolly roger as soon as he's on board. once onboard the jolly roger the crew quickly catch up to jake who is hiding in the ship's bilge, and they all take turns to pelt him with potatoes. after a brief fight between the two of them, jake kicks
captain hook in the groin and knocks him overboard, leaving him to be devoured by the sharks. in the episode hooked on hook, after the events of hook's return from the dead in captain hook, the captain has been scarred from his near-death experience. in order to make up for the loss of his hand, hook has taken over the role of captain of the jolly roger with
the help of his crew. the crew of the jolly roger live in constant fear of hook, and are constantly looking over their shoulder as if they have been looking over their shoulder for the entire series. in the episode hook's pirate adventure: a treasure adventure!, hook has taken over the role of captain of the jolly roger and became very cruel towards his crew. after

leading a treasure-seeking expedition from the jolly roger, jake is abducted by hook, who takes him as a hostage. shortly afterwards, hook takes over the ship and locks it up in a faraway island. to his dismay, he finds his crew in a bad state and is unaware of their whereabouts.
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hook, now on his own, soon finds himself confronting captain blackbeard, who came to the same conclusion hook had: he'll never win the day. with blackbeard incapacitated, hook and the royal navy sail away to the island of madagascar, where blackbeard was planning to use the island's volcano to blow up london. the island is soon under the control of
blackbeard's crew. blackbeard forces everyone on the island to face off against hook in a fight. hook and his crew had to fight a large group of pirates, and hook is badly injured. in the curse of the giant claw, hook had been tricked by peter pan to give him a cut of the treasure. hook then sets a trap for peter pan and his crew, with the help of the chorus line

while peter pan was mesmerized by mr. smee's song to distract hook, a firefly was released into the shaft to light peter pan's way. after successfully delivering peter pan to hook. hook turned his attention to peter pan's crew who were also mesmerized by smee's song. hook then used his hook of doom to cut the ropes holding the cage peter pan's crew were in,
sending them plummeting to their deaths. hook then delivers peter pan to the giant claw. in the episode captain hook and the jolly roger: jake's birthday bash!, at jake's birthday bash celebration a belated birthday present for jake is announced as a golden whistle. when hook hears this he instantly gets upset at the once he realizes the gift he is also upset that
the other pirates are presented the gift early. in a bid to stop the pirates from receiving the whistle he pulls out his golden hook and makes the jolly roger fly to the top of the pirate mountain. when the pirates reach the top of the mountain, hook makes the jolly roger fly off and try to pull the whistle out of jake's grasp, but the whistle manages to get away from

hook. jake then yells to hook that he is not letting go, thus showing to hook that he is not letting him have the whistle. hook then makes the jolly roger fly into the volcano threatening to destroy the island if the whistle is not returned to him. 5ec8ef588b
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